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This school is really good at ... 

1 anonymous Taking us on educational school trips 

2 anonymous education 

3 anonymous making us do the best in our learning and never making us stop 

4 anonymous being kind and caring 

5 anonymous Makeing us lern 

6 anonymous having sport and many actives and helping with learning 

7 anonymous 
getting everyone to communicate with each other and respect people. Also 
this school is really good at telling us to treat people how you want to be 
treated 

8 anonymous helping 

9 anonymous At keeping everyone safe and making a good environment for pupils and 
staff. 

10 anonymous helping me to understand the defense between bad and good but also they 
help me to understand everything in lessons. 

11 anonymous teaching people to respect other people of a different sexuality/race 

12 anonymous Teaching pupils to respect other people...race,etc... 

13 anonymous Helping us to learn stuff 

14 anonymous Teaching the pupils how to stay safe and keeping them safe 

15 anonymous Getting the students involved in all different types of clubs and sporting. 

16 anonymous This school is good at helping us learn 

17 anonymous Teaching us and keeping us safe and making me laugh and helping us if we 
are sick 

18 anonymous math , science , health , art and responsibility 

19 anonymous Teaching people how to respect others, no matter their race, etc. 

20 anonymous sorting out problems that you have. 

21 anonymous making your brain hurt 

22 anonymous 
keeping us safe and helping us learn to become smart for when we are older 
and we get jobs and make sure we never stop learning otherwise we wont be 
successful 

23 anonymous helping you learn new stuff everyday and helping you keep safe in the school 

24 anonymous teaching everyone to respect peoples race colour etc 



25 anonymous 
They are good at keeping us safe and good at making the lessons as fun as 
possible. 

26 anonymous they keep us safe 

27 anonymous after school activities and sports events and stuff 

28 anonymous keeping us safe . 

29 anonymous offering a wide variety of meals and activitys. 

30 anonymous  

31 anonymous Helping me learn new things 

32 anonymous Keeping every-one safe. 

33 anonymous this school is really good at youths speaks. 

34 anonymous garden day 

35 anonymous Giving a wide variety of activities. 

36 anonymous giving pupils school trips like the Eden Project and Paington Zoo 

37 anonymous Keeping us safe. 

38 anonymous varying our learning with interesting subjects different from the basic few 
such as maths and literature 

39 anonymous Helping me if i have injured myself. 

40 anonymous Encouraging us to play sports and be healthy. Such as running the mile or 
doing PE lessons 

41 anonymous incoriging my passion for sports and being able to supply me with books 

42 anonymous Helping me, making things fun , going on trips 

43 anonymous making me understand what is good and bad 

44 anonymous youthspeaks 

45 anonymous making sure everyone is treated with the same amount of respect 

46 anonymous this school is good at encouraging me to be confident in the future 

47 anonymous i think the school is good at keeping us safe 

48 anonymous Sports 

49 anonymous HELPING ME AND MY CLASS FRIENDS 

50 anonymous helping people 

51 anonymous making me happy 

52 anonymous helping us at are learning and if we have problems. 



53 anonymous teaching me things 

54 anonymous keeping you educated,fit and happy 

55 anonymous making us feel safe because that is what they do to make us feel safe 

56 anonymous taking care of students 

57 anonymous keeping everyone safe 

58 anonymous organising subjects :Maths English and art 

59 anonymous The school is really good at challenging me with my work. 

60 anonymous keeping us safe. 

61 anonymous getting me annoyed 

62 anonymous resolving problems 

63 anonymous challenging me with my work all the time. 

64 anonymous teeching sdodots 

65 anonymous sorting out problems 

66 anonymous resolving issues and making people feel good when they done some thing 
write 

67 anonymous Teaching children lessons . 

68 anonymous The school is good at helping children be prepared for other steps and events 
in life 

69 anonymous teaching times tables 

70 anonymous helping us learn 

71 anonymous making people happy 

72 anonymous helping us go through challenges 

73 anonymous keeping children on green 

74 anonymous sports 

75 anonymous helping children 

76 anonymous sports 

77 anonymous teaching new things 

78 anonymous keeping each other safe 

79 anonymous encourage me with my learning 

80 anonymous caring for children 

81 anonymous listening to our opinions. 



82 anonymous keeping us safe 

83 anonymous art 

84 anonymous educating all children 

85 anonymous encourages me to be responsible 

86 anonymous this school is really good at listening to problems that we face. 

87 anonymous having fun wile learning and are always pushing us to do our best at every 
thing. 

88 anonymous This school is really good at keeping your emotional health at a high level 
even if you are having problems at home 

89 anonymous educating all children 

90 anonymous taking care of the children 

91 anonymous teaching 

92 anonymous helping people with problems they don't feel comfortable talking about 

93 anonymous teaching 

94 anonymous checking to see if we are ok 

95 anonymous Listening to you when you are worried. 

96 anonymous Looking after children when there sad 

97 anonymous helping me learn and helping me feel safe 

98 anonymous This school is good at keep people safe and doing loads of exercise 

99 anonymous keeping kids safe 

100 anonymous this school is really good at taking care of people 

101 anonymous helping us all of the time and is and the teachers and heads are amazing. 

102 anonymous helping you do your best in everything and making sure you fell safe 

103 anonymous being nise 

104 anonymous HELPING CHILDREN IF THEY ARE FEELING ON THE DOWNSIDE 

105 anonymous learning and listening 

106 anonymous teaching us 

107 anonymous looking after children when sad 

108 anonymous looking after you and will stop you from enything danger 

109 anonymous kepping us safe, and helping us when were sad. 

110 anonymous Helping me when I am stuck or confused. 



111 anonymous Teaching us and introducing us to new friends 

112 anonymous activities and entertainment 

113 anonymous MAKING PEOPLE HAPPY 

114 anonymous this school does take good care of children 

115 anonymous looking to see if you are ok 

116 anonymous helping when i am heat 

117 anonymous helping children 

118 anonymous this school is good at learning because you can learn many things 

119 anonymous helping people 

120 anonymous Art and learning 

121 anonymous Encouraging the children 

122 anonymous Improving your education. 

123 anonymous making lunches and puddings for us 

124 anonymous anti bullying and skills for succes 

125 anonymous making sure children get along and are safe and they come up fun school 
activties. 

126 anonymous GIVING US CHALLENGING WOrk 

127 anonymous being kind and learning 

128 anonymous educating children and welcoming people 

129 anonymous make sure people aren't lonely 

130 anonymous Improving our education. 

131 anonymous Making you achieve you,r goal 

132 anonymous keeping care of the children and teaching them 

133 anonymous keeping us healthy 

134 anonymous teaching students on more current , topical world-changing topics so we 
could resolve it in the future. 

135 anonymous making sure people aren't left out ; everyone has friends 

136 anonymous being kind 

137 anonymous Its realy fun 

138 anonymous taking care of beehavior 

139 anonymous having a range of activities and subjects and encouraging pupils to be kind to 



each other 

140 anonymous resolving people's friendship 

141 anonymous this school is really good at encourageing me at being good at math 

142 anonymous helping children of all ages learn 

143 anonymous if there was more things to do on the football side 

144 anonymous giving us really hard work and helping us learn. 

145 anonymous teaching 

146 anonymous at keeping care of the children 

147 anonymous 
The choices of lesson that the government give them and when they agree to 
it 

148 anonymous teaching 

149 anonymous helping me do things which I could not in the past 

150 anonymous amazing 

151 anonymous teaching 

152 anonymous lessons. 

153 anonymous lerning 

154 anonymous keeping us safe 

155 anonymous helpping popele and lisning to them. 

156 anonymous keeping us safe, help us learn 

157 anonymous The shool is good at ceeping us safe. 

158 anonymous homework 

159 anonymous this class is good at sport 

160 anonymous helpng me with my learning 

161 anonymous teaching 

162 anonymous teaching us 

163 anonymous teaching and sports. 

164 anonymous making sure you're safe 

165 anonymous helping with learning 

166 anonymous everything including being nice and it is magically 

167 anonymous Helping the children learn 



168 anonymous beeing kined 

169 anonymous helping us lean 

170 anonymous keeping me safe 

171 anonymous respecting each and everyone 

172 anonymous respect people 

173 anonymous mentel helth 

174 anonymous being nice 

175 anonymous I FILL SAFE IN SCHOOL BECAUSE THERE IS ALLWAYS A TEACHER TO MAKE 
ME FEEL SAFE. 

176 anonymous art 

177 anonymous maths 

178 anonymous maths 

179 anonymous Funfit and playing outside. Garden day, world book day and other fun stuff. 

180 anonymous pe 

181 anonymous garden days 

182 anonymous HELPING CHILDREN LEARN 

183 anonymous teaching 

184 anonymous helping children learn 

185 anonymous art 

186 anonymous listening 

187 anonymous teaching us 

188 anonymous Teeching as 

189 anonymous helping 

190 anonymous teaching 

191 anonymous teaching 

192 anonymous teaching 

193 anonymous reading 

194 anonymous teaching 

195 anonymous teeching us 

196 anonymous giving stifecots 



197 anonymous q 

198 anonymous helping ovos 

199 anonymous reading 

200 anonymous a 

201 anonymous enm 

202 anonymous teoching 

203 anonymous a 

204 anonymous a 

205 anonymous swimin 

206 anonymous dt pe 

207 anonymous english 

208 anonymous maths English art 

209 anonymous dt 

210 anonymous dt english and maths 

211 anonymous maths 

212 anonymous art 

213 anonymous art 

214 anonymous art 

215 anonymous art 

216 anonymous writing 

217 anonymous art 

218 anonymous dt 

219 anonymous art and bt 

220 anonymous art and dt 

221 anonymous math and english 

222 anonymous dt and english 

223 anonymous art 

224 anonymous ecouriging me when i swim 

225 anonymous taking care of us. 

226 anonymous writing 



227 anonymous helping me learn 

228 anonymous taking care of us. 

229 anonymous Taking care of us 

230 anonymous solving problems 

231 anonymous taking care of us 

232 anonymous this school is really good at teaching us 

233 anonymous solving problems and keeping us safe 

234 anonymous helping us 

235 anonymous taking care of us. 

236 anonymous teaching us. 

237 anonymous taking care of us 

238 anonymous keeping us safe and teaching us 

239 anonymous they are loving 

240 anonymous taking care of us 

241 anonymous helping me learn 

242 anonymous helping me learn 

243 anonymous teaching us and helping us 

244 anonymous taking care of us. 

245 anonymous keeping us safe and happy. 

246 anonymous teaching 

247 anonymous keeping people in a good mood 

248 anonymous teaching me at math taking care of people keeping me calm 

249 anonymous PE and different lessons 

250 anonymous caring for overs and making them comfitable with where they are 

251 anonymous P.E Music 

252 anonymous Good at helping people learn. 

253 anonymous art and maths and DT 

254 anonymous maths and english 

255 anonymous teaching me new things and making me understand most of the things i learn 

256 anonymous helping people learn 



257 anonymous Making sure every one is looked after. 

258 anonymous being nice 

259 anonymous teaching me at managing my temper and giving me imformation 

260 anonymous keeping us safe 

261 anonymous being nice 

262 anonymous makeing poeple happy 

263 anonymous being nice 

264 anonymous keeping us safe 

265 anonymous teaching and helping us looking after us 

266 anonymous teaching us math and english 

 


